
 Odds On Lures: By Rod Mckenzie 

 

When it comes to lures there are far more on the market than many anglers 

might know. Peruse the walls of any good tackle store and you are likely to 

see an almost endless selection. A myriad of different shapes, sizes and 

colours provides a lure for every situation and a situation that every angler 

must ponder when making that final choice. As final choices go I will be the 

first to admit that I am hopeless. Several large boxfuls full of shiny treble 

clad trinkets are proof enough of this.  Put quite simply lures are not just 

lures and most are created with a purpose in mind. 

 

In saying that some lures are of a nature that they can service not only 

different locations but a number of different fish species as well. This is of 

course great news for the travelling angler where the need to empty their 

pockets in order to fill the tackle box is not required on every trip. 

 

A lure of legendary status the StumpJumper by name is synonymous          

when it comes to catching mega Murray cod and golden perch in many of 

our local waters. It regularly racks up fish to 40kgs and remains a favourite 

amongst many river fishos. On the flip side it’s also pleasing to know that 

this very same lure is equally at home in the numerous rivers and bays at 

the top end of Australia. The StumpJumper lure has made huge inroads 

into the Northern Territory’s fish rich waters tempting a wide range of 

species that include  Barramundi, trevally and Queen fish just to name a 

few. This is great news for those who head north each season as their lure 

box already has a starting base that are sure to tempt a few fish. 

 

In a similar twist one of the Northern Territory’s best Barramundi lures has 

also found favour amongst cod anglers. Allan Hutcheon a Mildura based 

fisho first used the Barra Classic lures to target cod in some of the 



shallower sections of the Murray River several years ago. He has had great 

success and says it’s good to have a lure that’s suited to several different 

species. I guess when you think on it both Murray cod and Barramundi are 

implosion feeders that lay in wait to ambush prey. So it stands to reason 

these fish should both be tempted by similar presentations. Golden perch 

too feed in a similar fashion and will also hit both lure styles.   

 

The StumpJumper and Barra Classic are just two of many lures that are 

able to tempt a variety of fish at different locations. Having a few of these in 

the box is a little like an each way angling bet that will certainly put the odds 

in your favour. 

 

Photo below -While the StumpJumper and Classic lures look a little 

different they will both tempt a variety of fish that include Murray cod and 

Barramundi.   
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